
OUTER HEBRIDES CREATIVE AND CULTURAL INDUSTRIES FORUM   LEWIS & HARRIS 

NOTE OF MEETING      Wednesday 26
th

 April 2017, Stornoway 

In attendance: 

Sarah Maclean SML CnES Economic Development 

Ann Murray AM Lews Castle College 

Lorna Macaulay LM Harris Tweed Authority 

Rachel Kennedy RK An Lanntair 

Brian O’hEadhra BO’h Bord na Gaidhlig / Creative Scotland 

Laura Cameron Lewis LCL Creative Scotland 

Bill McMillan BM HIE 

Neil Graham NG MG ALBA 

Elly Fletcher EF An Lanntair 

Agnes Rennie AR Acair Ltd 

Donald W. Morrison DWM Storlann 

 

Welcome – SML 

Purpose of meeting: To reinstate a cross-sector forum for creative and cultural organisations across the Outer 

Hebrides, with the aim of improving communication and information sharing – especially highlighting areas of 

mutual benefit or possible collaboration.  There is an aspiration to host a gathering of stakeholders from across 

the sector on a regular basis – possibly every six months and to compliment this with an active on-line group.  

A parallel meeting is taking place in Uist to discuss the same agenda and minutes from both meetings will be 

shared with all. 

 

Introductions – ALL 

There was consensus welcoming the creation of a cross-sector group but caution towards too many round-

table gatherings.  All agreed the aim should be to identify key priorities for the sector rather than ‘spreading 

too thin’ and trying to be too all encompassing. 

 

Key information shared during the introductions: 

AM – UHI now have an active remit to deliver creative industry courses and Lews Castle College are offering 

qualifications in Jewellery and Fashion, as well as Travel & Tourism which has a significant cultural and heritage 

element to it. 

 

EF /RK – An Lanntair has recently appointed RK as ‘Gaelic Arts & Creative Industries Development Officer’ in a 

fixed-term one year post – with a view to extension after year 1.  HIE, Bord na Gaidhlig & Creative Scotland 

have co-funded the post, in reflection of An Lanntair’s expanding role as a hub to support talent development 

in the arts and creative sector.  The initial focus of RK’s work will be a comprehensive audit and needs analysis 

of the Gaelic Arts locally. 

 

LM – Harris Tweed has a foot in both manufacturing and creative activity but is now formally recognised as 

part of the textiles sub-sector of the Creative Industries.  Furthermore due to the status of Harris Tweed the 

fabric also has a very strong heritage and cultural dimension which is also relative.  Alongside its statutory role 

in protecting and promoting the HT brand, the Authority has a focus on supporting SME’s within the industry. 

 

NG – 95% of content shown on BBC ALBA is generated through MG ALBA’s base on Seaforth Road.  With 90% 

of the work they commission being in some way related to locally based independent production companies 

and / or facilities. 

 

DWM – As well as producing educational publications for the wider Scottish Gaelic-medium diaspora, Storlann 

are increasingly developing national and international links and moving into using digital formats.  Storlann 

also lead on the An Tosgan hub of Gaelic orientated organisations on Seaforth Road. 



 

 

Update on Creative & Cultural Industries Strategy – SML 

Revision of the 2012-15 Strategy, associated Action-Plan and key objectives has been undertaken, as well as a 

desk-based consultation exercise – it is hoped the establishment of this wider forum will also help to inform 

the delivery of a renewed strategy document.    

 

Key issues arising have suggested a need to approach the future strategy from a new angle: 

 Core project supporters and funding bodies such as Lottery and Creative Scotland have strongly 

indicated their desire to see regional strategy documents which encapsulate a cohesive and 

collaborative approach to cultural regeneration.  

 The Comhairle’s Education Department propose to embed culture and heritage activity at the 

heart of learning provision throughout the islands – from pre-school to apprenticeships.  Using 

e.sgoil as a delivery mechanism their projects will involve working with many cross-sector 

partners and is aimed to be income generating.   

 New opportunities (e.g. BBC Scotland channel) and challenges (depopulation) need to be 

appropriately reflected in the strategic plan for developing the sector. 

 

Group discussion – ALL 

- Opportunities in the cultural and creative sector are inextricably linked to community and tourism 

opportunities.  AR highlighted recent research by Urras Oighreachd Ghabhsainn which showed 120 individuals 

in self-employment within the estate catchment area – many employed across the cultural, creative, tourist 

and community economy. 

AM - to share some of the recent UHI LCC research showing baseline information on creative practitioners and 

student interests in the sector. 

 

- NG referenced Economic Impact work carried out on the broadcast industry in the Outer Hebrides 

that suggested local sector employment relative to population size is equivalent to 11,000 in the central belt.  

MG ALBA perceive the BBC Scotland channel as a significant opportunity for the domestic market – if 

supported by appropriate investment. 

 

- There was acknowledgement that the Gaelic arts sector had yet to fully measure the loss of Proiseact 

nan Ealan in terms of its local, national and international impact and was still to find a means of replicating the 

role the agency had.  EF stated that RK’s role will pick up on some strands of the work PnE were involved with. 

 

- SME’s are lacking routes to small-scale investment as the economy and public sector have contracted.  

There also needs to be an improvement in maximising local opportunities within the sector – a means of 

registering local talent and small businesses (e.g. graphic designers, illustrators and other specialist skills).  The 

Outer Hebrides Business Directory is poor and while ‘Made in the Outer Hebrides’ is an expansive and high 

quality example of promotional material it is by no means comprehensive of all the activity happening locally. 

 

- The role this  sector will have in strengthening the Outer Hebrides ‘brand’ was discussed – both the 

essence of the ‘Outer Hebrides’ and the skills needed to sell that essence to those we want to visit, work and 

relocate here rests with the Creative and Cultural Sector.   The potential for the Creative and Cultural sector to 

be harnessed in initiatives that address population decline needs to be drawn out and highlighted – there is a 

significant market for inward investment and relocation by creative and culturally interested people. 

 

- Improvements in digital infrastructure are essential to support the strength of social capital locally. 

 

- There needs to be a tighter alignment between creative and cultural activity and other sectors, better 

‘joined-up’ approach. 



 

- It was agreed this was an optimum time to review and rework a Strategy for the local sector as there 

is a considerable amount happening and there is a fast pace of activity. 

Points to note: 

- An Lanntair are intending an Event Scotland application for the 2018 Year of Young People – they are 

planning a ‘Takeover’ event involving young people in the programming and running of the Arts 

Centre. 

 

- A new national Gaelic Language Plan is in draft and due for publication this year. 

 

- Lorna Macaulay has been asked to sit on the Creative Industries Advisory Group, a newly formed, 

Scottish Government forum aiming to bring together a high-level, multi-interest group to inform 

national policy making and strategic thinking around development of the sector. 

Date of Next Meeting 

The next meeting of the Forum will be scheduled for late autumn 2017 – tba. 

 

 

 


